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Abstract. Light echoes, light from a variable source scattered off dust, have been observed
for over a century. The recent discovery of light echoes around centuries-old supernovae in the
Milky Way and the Large Magellanic Cloud have allowed the spectroscopic characterization
of these events, even without contemporaneous photometry and spectroscopy using modern
instrumentation. Here we review the recent scientific advances using light echoes of ancient and
historic transients, and focus on our latest work on SN 1987A’s and Eta Carinae’s light echoes.
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1. Introduction
Light echoes (LEs) arise when light from a transient or variable source is scattered
off circumstellar or interstellar dust, reaching the observer after a time delay result-
ing from the longer path length (e.g., Couderc 1939; Chevalier 1986; Schaefer 1987;
Xu et al. 1994; Sugerman 2003; Patat 2005). Over a century ago, in 1901, the first scat-
tered LEs were discovered around Nova Persei (Ritchey 1901a,b, 1902). They were rec-
ognized as such shortly thereafter by Kapteyn (1902) and Perrine (1903). Since then,
LEs have been observed around a wide variety of objects: the Galactic Nova Sagit-
tarii 1936 (Swope 1940), the eruptive variable V838 Monocerotis (Bond et al. 2003), the
Cepheid RS Puppis (Westerlund 1961; Havlen 1972), the T Tauri star S CrA (Ortiz et al.
2010), and the Herbig Ae/Be star R CrA (Ortiz et al. 2010). Echoes have also been
observed from extragalactic SNe, with SN 1987A being the most famous case (Crotts
1988; Suntzeff et al. 1988b), but also including SNe 1980K (Sugerman et al. 2012), 1991T
(Schmidt et al. 1994; Sparks et al. 1999), 1993J (Sugerman & Crotts 2002; Liu et al.
2003), 1995E (Quinn et al. 2006), 1998bu (Garnavich et al. 2001; Cappellaro et al. 2001),
2002hh (Welch et al. 2007; Otsuka et al. 2012), 2003gd (Sugerman 2005; Van Dyk et al.
2006; Otsuka et al. 2012), 2004et (Otsuka et al. 2012), 2006X (Wang et al. 2008; Crotts & Yourdon
2008), 2006bc (Gallagher et al. 2011; Otsuka et al. 2012), 2006gy (Miller et al. 2010),
2007it (Andrews et al. 2011), and 2008bk (Van Dyk 2013). All of the aforementioned
LEs had the common selection criterion that they were found serendipitously while the
transient source was still bright.
Early on in the last century, Zwicky (1940) had the idea that it might be possible to
learn more about historical SNe by studying their scattered LEs. However, the few ded-
icated surveys trying to implement this idea for historic SNe (van den Bergh 1965a,b,
1966; Boffi et al. 1999) and novae (van den Bergh 1977; Schaefer 1988) were not suc-
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cessful. With the emergence of CCDs as astronomical detectors in combination with
the advancement in telescope technology that allowed to image larger field-of-views, the
wide-field time-domain surveys at the beginning of this century significantly improved
in depth and area. These improvements led to the first discoveries of LEs at angular
distances from the ancient transients too large to suggest an immediate association. The
i400-900 year-old LEs from three LMC supernovae were found by Rest et al. (2005b) as
part of the SuperMACHO survey (Rest et al. 2005a). Subsequent targeted searches in
our Galaxy found LEs of Tycho’s SN (Rest et al. 2007, 2008b), Cas A (Rest et al. 2007,
2008b; Krause et al. 2008a), and η Carinae (Rest et al. 2012a).
2. Light Echo Spectroscopy
Spectroscopy of LEs allows the transient to be studied long after it has already faded.
The first LE spectrum was a 35 hour exposure of one of Nova Persei 1901 LEs (Perrine
1903), confirming that the nebulous moving features seen around Nova Persei were indeed
its echoes. LE spectra of SN 1987A were most similar to those of the SN near maximum
light (Gouiffes et al. 1988; Suntzeff et al. 1988b). Serendipitously, Schmidt et al. (1994)
found the spectrum of SN 1991T taken 750 days after maximum again similar to the
one at peak, indicating that at that time echoes from the SN at peak dominated the
spectrum.
Spectroscopy of ancient SN LEs discovered in the LMC (Rest et al. 2005b) resulted
in the first opportunity to classify ancient transients long after their direct light had
encountered Earth (Rest et al. 2008a). The subsequent discovery and spectroscopy of
LEs of Cas A and Tycho (Rest et al. 2007, 2008b; Krause et al. 2008a,b) allowed their
spectroscopic classification as a SN IIb and normal SN Ia, respectively.
At first, it was widely believed that an observed LE spectrum would be the lightcurve-
weighted integration of the transients’ individual epochs (e.g., Patat et al. 2006; Rest et al.
2008a; Krause et al. 2008a). Such an integration is equivalent to assuming that the dust
filament is thick, which is not always the case(Rest et al. 2011b, 2012b). Spectral fea-
tures which persist for long periods of time during the evolution of an outburst will be
weighted much more strongly when scattered by a thick filament than a thin filament.
In addition to spectroscopic classification, LEs also offer two more exciting scientific
opportunities: ”3D spectroscopy and ”spectroscopic time series” of transients. Examples
of realization of these techniques are provide in the following two sections using SN 1987A
and η Carinae.
2.1. 3D Spectroscopy
LEs scattered by different dust structures offer an opportunity that is unique in astron-
omy: probe the same object directly from different directions. Fig. 1 shows the light paths
of seven SN 1987A LEs. By observing these LEs, SN 1987A can be analyzed as if the ob-
servers are at different line-of-sights, allowing to directly compare different hemispheres
of one and the same object. This technique was first applied to observe η Carinae central
star from different directions using spectra of the reflection nebula (Boumis et al. 1998;
Smith et al. 2003).
Rest et al. (2011a) obtained spectra of three different Cas A LEs, viewing the Cas A
SN from very different lines-of-sight. After accounting for the effects of the scattering
dust, they found that the He I λ5876 and Hα features of one LE are blue-shifted by an
additional ∼4000 km s−1 relative to the other two LE spectra. X-ray and optical data of
the Cas A remnant also show a Fe-rich outflow in the same direction (Burrows et al. 2005;
Wheeler et al. 2008; DeLaney et al. 2010). This indicates that Cas A was an intrinsically
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asymmetric SN. The blue-shifted SN ejecta is in the direction approximately opposite
the motion of the resulting neutron star, suggesting that the explosion mechanism that
gave the neutron star its kick affected the outer layers of the SN. This appears to be
the first instance where the structure of the SN remnant can be directly associated with
asymmetry observed in the explosion itself.
SN 1987A has a very rich set of LEs scattering off circumstellar (Crotts & Kunkel
1991; Crotts et al. 1995; Sugerman et al. 2005a,b) and interstellar dust (Crotts 1988;
Suntzeff et al. 1988b; Gouiffes et al. 1988; Couch et al. 1990; Xu et al. 1994, 1995). The
LEs shown in Figure 1 were spectroscopically observed by Sinnott et al. (2013). Af-
ter correcting for the effects of the scattering dust, these spectra can be directly com-
pared to a LE spectrum constructed from the spectro-photometric library of SN 1987A
(Menzies et al. 1987; Catchpole et al. 1987, 1988; Hamuy et al. 1988; Suntzeff et al. 1988a;
Whitelock et al. 1988; Catchpole et al. 1989; Phillips et al. 1988, 1990). Sinnott et al.
(2013) find an excess in redshifted Hα emission and a blueshifted knee for the LE LE016
at position angle PA=16◦ (see red line in Figure 2). Both asymmetry signatures disap-
pear as the PA increases, and then reappear in the form of an excess in blueshifted Hα
emission and a redshifted knee at the opposite PA=186◦ LE, LE186 (see blue line in
Figure 2).
In Figure 3, the light paths of the LE186 and LE016 echoes are illustrated and com-
pared to the structure of the SN 1987A ejecta (Kjær et al. 2010). Even though the open-
ing angle of the two LEs is only ∼40◦, the differences in the Hα lines are quite striking.
Sinnott et al. (2013) argues that these differences are caused by a two-sided and asym-
metric 56Ni distribution in the outer H envelope. The symmetry axis defined by the
16◦/186◦ viewing angles is in excellent agreement with the PA of the symmetry axis of
the elongated ejecta that was measured to be ∼15◦ (Wang et al. 2002; Kjær et al. 2010).
Kjær et al. (2010) also found the present-day ejecta to be blueshifted in the north and
Figure 1. Light paths and 3D scattering dust locations for seven LEs of SN 1987A spectroscop-
ically observed by Sinnott et al. (2013). Solid red and dashed blue lines highlight the extreme
north and south viewing angles corresponding to LE016 and LE186 (see Figure 2). North is
towards the positive y axis, east is towards the negative x axis, and z is the distance in front of
the SN. All units are in light years. This figure is courtesy of Sinnott et al. (2013).
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redshifted in the south, inclined out of the plane of the sky by ∼25◦. The two-sided 56Ni
distribution proposed by Sinnott et al. (2013) as an explanation for the asymmetry seen
in the LE observations is therefore roughly aligned with the ∼25-year-old emerging SN
remnant both in PA and inclination out of the sky.
2.2. Spectroscopic Time Series
If the scattering dust filament is infinitely thin, then the LE is just the projected light
curve of the transient. Therefore it is, in theory, possible to obtain spectra from different
epochs of an event. In practice, there are complications: The LE profile gets convolved
by the finite thickness of the scattering dust filament and the finite size of their slit
and PSF at the time of observation (Rest et al. 2011b, 2012b). For typical Galactic
LEs of ancient SNe and typical dust structures, the spatial extent is on the order of
arcseconds and the temporal resolution ranges from time scales of a week under the
most favorable circumstances, to months if the scattering dust filament is thick and/or
unfavorably inclined. This means that SNe LEs, which have time-scales of a couple of
months, can only be temporally resolved for very thin dust filaments and under excellent
seeing conditions from the ground or space. However, transients with much longer time
scales can be resolved much easier. One example is the Great Eruption of η Car, which
lasted two decades and showed temporal variability on time-scales of months. In this
case, LE spectra from different epochs are only marginally affected by dust width, slit
and PSF size.
The left panel of Figure 4 shows the LE flux of η Car’s Great Eruption at a given
RA and Dec for various epochs (Prieto et al. 2014). The light curve “moves” through a
given position, and the shown flux is the light curve of some part of the Great Eruption
convolved with the scattering dust thickness. The colored vertical lines indicate when we
took a spectrum of the LE. The right panel of Figure 4 shows the corresponding spectrum
in the same colors for the wavelength range covering the Ca II IR triplet (Prieto et al.
2014). The spectrum taken close to the peak in the light curve correlates best with
Figure 2. Observed Hα lines from LE016 and LE186. Emission peaks have been interpolated
with high-order polynomials. Spectra are scaled and offset for comparison purposes, as well as
smoothed with a boxcar of 3 pixels. Although this plot does not take into account the important
differences in LE time-integrations between the spectra, it highlights the overall difference in
fine-structure in the two LE spectra from opposite PAs. Observing Hα profiles with opposite
asymmetry structure at opposite PAs is surprising considering the opening angle between the
two LEs is < 40◦. This figure and caption is courtesy of Sinnott et al. (2013).
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spectra of G2-to-G5 supergiants, a later range of types than predicted by standard opaque
wind models (Rest et al. 2012a). The Ca II IR triplet is in absorption with an average
blueshift of 200 km s−1, and the lines are asymmetric extending up to blueshifts of
800 km s−1(Rest et al. 2012a). Spectra taken at later epochs during the declining part of
the light curve show a transition of the Ca II IR triplet from pure absorption through a
P-Cygni profile to a nearly pure emission line spectrum (Prieto et al. 2014). In addition,
strong CN molecular bands develop (see Figure 5; Prieto et al. (2014)). This is unlike
other LBV outbursts which move back to the earlier stellar types toward the end of the
eruptions. The LEs of η Car indicate that the Great Eruption was not a typical LBV
giant eruption. A paper detailing these observations is in preparation.
3. Summary
In the last decade, LE spectroscopy has emerged as powerful tool to spectroscopically
classify ancient and historic SNe, for which no contemporary observations with modern
instrumentation were possible. More recently, the technique of LE spectroscopy has been
refined and improved, and it is now possible to utilize it to directly probe the asymmetries
of the transient sources of the LEs. Furthermore, a spectroscopic time series can be
obtained for favorable scattering dust filament structure or if the source transient is an
event with a long time-scale.
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Figure 3. LEFT: PAs on the sky of the three dominant LE viewing angles LE016, LE113 and
LE186. The central grey region denotes the orientation on the sky of the elongated remnant
ejecta (PA=16◦) from Kjær et al. (2010). The green wedges illustrate the proposed two-sided
distribution of 56Ni, most dominant in the southern hemisphere. White circles illustrate the
locations of the two mystery spots as identified by Nisenson & Papaliolios (1999), with radius
proportional to relative brightness in magnitudes of the two sources. Only the relative distance
from the center of the SNR to the mystery spots is to scale in the image. RIGHT: Schematic with
viewing angle perpendicular to Earths line of sight. The inclination of the inner circumstellar
ring is shown along with the proposed two-sided distribution of 56Ni in green. Note that the green
wedges are to highlight the proposed geometry (not absolute velocity) of the 56Ni asymmetry
probed by the LE spectra, illustrating that the southern overabundance is most dominant. This
figure and caption is courtesy of Sinnott et al. (2013).
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